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AI in criminal matters:

Towards a better prediction of crime?

I
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Use of AI/machine 
learning tools:

- By the police 
- By the judge

Pros and cons?

AI outperforming the 
police and the judge?



Use of AI by the police:  better investigation of 

crime
➢ Recognition of patterns in 

huge volumes of data 

(ex:financial transactions: 

Connect, UK)

➢ Vocal / picture recognition (ex: 

INTERPOL  ICSE database)

➢ Facial recognition (London 

police, UK)

Depending on applications:

Pros: effectiveness

Cons: invasion of privacy

Possible abuses?



Use of AI by the police: prevent crime

➢ Predictive policing or « Hotspots » 

mapping

➢ Only some types of crime

Pros: good effectiveness rates 

(10 times more likely to 

predict crime location than

normal patrolling); dissuasive 

effect in  the surroundings

Cons: self-fulfillling

prophecies and 

oversurveillance

« Tyranny » of the algorithm?



Use of AI within judicial proceedings

Risk- assessment tools : predicting reoffending

Three main fields of 

applications:

1. Custody

2. Sentencing

3. Execution of a criminal 

sanction

Predicting probabilities of 

reoffending by the interested

person to support judicial

decision - making

Not binding

1. High risk

2. Medium risk

3. Low risk



Machine 

learning 

principles of 

functioning

How does

this work in

practice?

 

 
Custody 
decisions / 
convictions 

Risk factors 

Reoffending 
Machine learning 

Fig.2: Machine learning alone produces models by 
automatically searching for correlation results.
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Risk- assessment tools : predicting reffending

Risk factors

Sexe

Age

Family history

Level of studies

Employment

Income and financial

situation

Criminal history

Crime attitude

Residence



COMPASS

137 questions

Extract 

of questionnaire

Example

More matches with recidivists’ previously answered
questionnaires → Higher probabilities of reoffending



Risk- assessment tools : predicting re-

offending
in real life……

Recidivism rate of 

afroamericans is

estimated double than

other populations in the 

two years following

criminal conviction

ProPublica, 2016:

Biased data bring

biased results



Points of attention:  judicial phase

Risk of a resurgence of a 

determinist doctrine in 

criminal matters (vs. a 

social doctrine)

What individualization of 

sentence?

Risks of discriminations 

and mistakes



AI: more precise than humans? 

HART in the U.K: Durham Police: asssing

reoffending (custody)

High predictions rates 

(88% for individuals

considered as high

risks) but possible 

misclassification of 

false negatives and 

false positives pointed

out



AI: more precise than humans? 

Objective: not let false negatives go into

society… help avoiding mistakes… BUT:

Out of 888 examples

of custody studied, 

police officers agree

with AI predictions on 

high risks offenders

only in 10% of the 

cases



Points of attention: criminal field

Accountability and 

responsibility

Transparency of the 

algorithm and equality

of arms in a criminal trial

Which place, which

effects of algorithms

on judicial decision-

making?



Possible positive applications….

Study whether big 

data can facilitate the 

collection of objective 

information on an 

individual's life path, 

processed by a 

professional (judge, 

probation officer)



Questions / Discussion

Thank you !


